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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
THE ROLE OF CONTINGENCY AND GAZE DIRECTION
IN THE EMERGENCE OF SOCIAL REFERENCING
by
Mariana Vaillant Molina
Florida International University, 2011
Miami, Florida
Professor Lorraine E. Bahrick, Major Professor
The current study assessed the importance of infant detection of contingency and head
and eye gaze direction in the emergence of social referencing. Five- to six-month-old
infants’ detection of affect-object relations and subsequent manual preferences for objects
paired with positive expressions were assessed. In particular, the role of contingency
between toys’ movements and an actress’s emotional expressions as well as the role of
gaze direction toward the toys’ location were examined. Infants were habituated to
alternating films of two toys each paired with an actress’s affective expression (happy
and fearful) under contingent or noncontingent and gaze congruent or gaze incongruent
conditions. Results indicated that gaze congruence and contingency between toys’
movements and a person’s affective expressions were important for infant perception of
affect-object relations. Furthermore, infant perception of the relation between affective
expressions and toys translated to their manual preferences for the 3-dimensional toys.
Infants who received contingent affective responses to the movements of the toys spent
more time touching the toy that was previously paired with the positive expression. These
findings demonstrate the role of contingency and gaze direction in the emergence of
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social referencing in the first half year of life.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Across the first year of life, infants’ attention becomes increasingly coordinated
between people and objects in their environment (Striano & Rochat, 2000). Although
infants engage in social interactions from a very early age, they typically occur in the
context of face-to-face dyadic interactions between infant and caregiver. However,
between five and twelve months, infants’ social-cognitive skills dramatically change
from dyadic to triadic interactions involving infant, caregiver, and an object or third
person, signaling the emergence of referential looking during this period of life. A
fundamental social-cognitive skill known as social referencing materializes by the end of
the first year. Social referencing is the ability to use others’ emotional responses toward
unfamiliar objects, people, and events to disambiguate the objects, people, or events
referred to (Campos & Sternberg, 1981; Feinman, 1982; Klinnert, 1984). That is, one
utelizes others’ emotional responses that refer to objects, people, and events to make an
appraisal of the situation and gather relevant information about the objects, people, and
events being referred to. Social referencing helps infants coordinate their behavior toward
people and objects in appropriate ways. For example, a mother and her infant daughter
may stroll through their neighborhood when suddenly an unfamiliar dog approaches. The
infant typically looks back and forth between the dog and her mother for social/affective
cues to guide her actions. Her mother responds with a firm tone and slightly fearful
expression. The infant inhibits her reach for the dog. As the example suggests, infants
learn to relate others’ emotional expressions with objects and events and they either
approach or withdraw from the event in accordance with the emotional valence
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expressed. Social referencing is an integral part of communication and the development
of social cognition.
Research indicates that by approximately one to one-and-a-half years of age, infants
reliably use social referencing to regulate their behavior toward people and objects by
inhibiting play with novel toys (Gunnar & Stone, 1984; Hornick, Risenhoover, &
Gunnar, 1987), by not crossing an apparent (visual) cliff (Sorce, Emde, Campos, &
Klinnert, 1985), and by decreasing interaction with a stranger (Boccia & Campos, 1989;
Feinman & Lewis, 1983) when adults display expressions of fear or disgust. However,
little attention has been devoted to examining how social referencing develops,
particularly, what contexts and conditions maximize social referencing in young infants
and assessing what are the component skills that underlie this ability.
Social referencing involves several skills including attending to and abstracting
emotional information from others, detecting the affective valence of others’ expressions,
relating others’ emotional expressions with objects (or a third person) in the environment,
and regulating one’s behavior in accordance with others’ expressions. A central question
is, how and when do infants learn to relate emotional expressions with the objects to
which they refer? And what contexts and conditions facilitate successful social
referencing in young infants? Two fundamental skills involved in social referencing are
the ability to follow head and eye gaze toward the referent object as well as to detect a
temporal relationship linking caregivers’ expressions and the objects to which they refer
(contingency). A temporally contingent relationship refers to the tight timing of a discrete
motion/action of an object or third person and the immediate emotional response it elicits
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from a caregiver (or experimenter). This tight temporal response is hypothesized to help
link or relate emotional expressions with the objects to which they refer.
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the role of contingency and head and
eye gaze direction in infants’ perception of affect-object relations. In particular, the study
asked, does the contingent relationship between someone’s expressions and the objects to
which they refer and the congruence between someone’s gaze and the location of an
object influence or facilitate infants’ ability to relate the emotional expression with
objects and regulate their exploratory behavior toward the objects (i.e., social
referencing). One fundamental precursor to social referencing in young infants is the
ability to detect and follow another person’s eye gaze in order to perceive the relationship
between their gaze direction and the object referenced. Following another person’s eye
gaze allowes infants to participate in social interactions, advances communication skills
(D’Entremont, Hains, & Muir, 1997) and “governs referential communication between
infant and caregiver” (Adamson, 1995). One study assessed infant looking behaviors
toward toys gazed at by an experimenter as a function of emotional expression and found
that 7-month-old infants looked more to an object that was congruent with the someon’s
gaze only when a neutral expression was displayed, but not when happy or sad
expressions were displayed (Flom & Pick, 2005). Moses and Baldwin (2001) examined
whether twelve or eighteen-month-old infants were able to use referential cues including
gaze direction toward an object for social referencing, or whether it was only the cooccurrence of affective expressions and the presence of an object that influenced infant
social referencing. The results indicated that only 18-month-old infants demonstrated
differential exploration of the toys based on the affective expressions paired with each
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and demonstrated use of referential cues. However, no studies to date have have
examined the relative importance of head and eye gaze direction and contingency for
social referencing in young infants.
The natural environment typically provides infants with a vast array of stimulation,
including people and objects. One basis for relating emotional messages with objects is
detection of temporal and spatial contingency between affective expressions and the
object to which it refers. Detection of contingencies refers to the ability to perceive and
relate a behavior with its consequence. Indeed, caregivers often create such contingencies
by responding affectively to an object of interest or concern. For example, a mother may
immediately respond with an excited/happy affective expression when a friendly stranger
approaches her infant. The present study examines the importance of detecting
contingency between the movements of a toy and the affective responses displayed by an
actress in five- to six-month-old infants.
Infants are sensitive to contingent relations in face-to-face interactions early in life
demonstrating detection of contingencies between two and six months of age (Bigelow &
DeCoste, 2003; Bigelow, MacLean, & McDonlad, 1996; Murray & Trevarthen, 1985).
Information regarding direction of gaze toward objects in the context of affective
expressions is hypothesized to be critical for linking emotional messages with objects in
the environment during infancy (see Flom & Pick, 2005; Moses & Baldwin, 2001).
Similarly, contingency underscores the relationship between emotional messages and
objects in the environment during early infancy. Thus, contingency should provide a
basis for the development of social cognitive skills such as joint attention and social
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referencing (Gewirtz & Pelaez-Nogueras, 1992; Pelaez, Virues-Ortega, & Gerwitz, in
press).
As mentioned earlier, social referencing requires several skills including
perception of and discrimination of emotional expressions as well as coordinating
attention between another person, an object or event, and the person’s emotional
responses that refer to the object or event within a social situation. Numerous studies
have examined infant perception and understanding of emotional expressions. The
following chapter reviews different methods for assessing infant perception of emotions
with a particular focus on three methods employed in this dissertation research, infantcontrolled habituation, the visual preference method, and the social referencing paradigm.
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CHAPTER II
METHODS AND MEASURES FOR
EXAMINING INFANT PERCEPTION OF EMOTIONS
Research investigating infant perception and understanding of emotions has used
a variety of behavioral methods and measures. They include infant-controlled
habituation, the visual preference method, the intermodal matching method, the still face
paradigm and other social interaction methods, and the social referencing paradigm.
These methods have addressed a variety of skills and capabilities including infant
discrimination and recognition of emotional expressions, matching of facial and vocal
expressions of emotion, perception of affective valence, perception of the relationship
between emotional expressions and objects or events to which they refer, as well as infant
regulation of behavior toward objects and events in accordance with another’s emotional
expressions.
Infant-Controlled Habituation
The infant-controlled habituation paradigm has been used to assess infant
discrimination and categorization of objects or events (Horowitz, Paden, Bhana, & Self,
1972) including discrimination of emotional expressions (see Walker-Andrews, 1997 for
a review). During this procedure, infants are shown a display for a series of trials or
presentations for a predetermined amount of time. The trials are infant-controlled because
the infants control how long the display is shown on each trial. Typically, the display is
withdrawn or turned off (in the case of video displays) immediately after the infant does
something such as looking away for a specified period of time such as 1 or 2 seconds.
The infants’ looking times are recorded for each presentation or trial and as the trials
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progress, looking time usually declines. The decline of visual attention to a stimulus
across multiple trials is termed habituation. Once the infant has habituated or reached a
predetermined decrement in looking (e.g. 50%), in relation to the first or first few trials, a
novel display (test stimulus) is presented. Visual recovery to the test stimulus, namely an
increase in looking to the test stimulus with respect to the previously shown or control
stimulus is the dependent measure. Hence, if infants demonstrate visual recovery to the
test display(s), then it is concluded that the group of infants has noticed the change or
discriminated the display shown during habituation from the test display novel one. Thus,
the paradigm allows infants to fully process the stimulus events that are presented to
them, in contrast with other looking time methods.
The infant-controlled habituation method can also be used to assess infant
categorization and generalization across objects or events (e.g., Bahrick, 2002; Bornstein
& Arterberry, 2003; Kestesbaum, & Nelson, 1990). In order for infants to categorize a
group of objects or events, they must perceive the similarities between discriminably
different exemplars within a category and also ignore the differences between those
exemplars. For instance, to test infants’ ability to categorize the emotional expression of
joy, one might habituate infants with different examples of joyful expressions and later
present the infants with a new example of a joyful expression and a new category such as
a fearful expression. In order to conclude that infants categorize expressions of joy
infants must demonstrate greater visual recovery to the new category (fearful expression)
than to the new exemplar of the familiar category (a new expression of joy).
The infant-controlled habituation method has been widely used to examine infant
discrimination (Barrera & Maurer, 1981; Caron, Caron, & McClean, 1988; Flom &
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Bahrick, 2007; Walker-Andrews & Grolnick, 1983) and generalization of emotional
expressions (Bornstein & Arterberry, 2003; Nelson, Morse, & Leavitt, 1979; WalkerAndrews & Lennon, 1991; see Walker-Andrews 1997 for a review of the literature on
emotion perception). For example, studies in which infants were habituated to different
dynamic facial and vocal expressions indicated that infants could discriminate among
expressions of happiness, sadness, and anger by four months of age (Caron, Caron, &
McClean, 1988; Flom & Bahrick, 2007), however, discrimination between those same
expressions did not emerge until five months when infants were habituated to vocal
expressions (presented with a static face) and did not emerge until seven months of age
when infants were habituated to facial expressions alone (with no accompanying vocal
information; Flom & Bahrick, 2007). Furthermore, the findings indicated that temporal
synchrony between facial and vocal expressions was necessary for four-month-old infants
(but not for older infants) to discriminate between the expressions.
Other studies have also examined the contexts in which discrimination of vocal
emotional expressions emerges. For example, Walker-Andrews & Grolnick (1983) found
that five-month-old infants habituated to the vocal expressions of happiness and sadness
discriminated between the expressions when the vocal expressions were paired with an
affectively matching static facial expression. However, three-month-old infants
discriminated the expression of sadness from happiness when habituated to a sad vocal
expression, but showed no evidence of discrimination if habituated to the expression of
happiness and tested with sad vocal expressions. Similarly, Walker-Andrews & Lennon,
1991 found that by five months of age infants discriminated between angry, happy, and
sad vocal expressions when presented with a static facial expression but showed no
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evidence of discrimination when the vocal expressions were presented with a
checkerboard. Thus, these infants required the context of a face to discriminate vocal
emotional expressions. The habituation method allows researchers to examine
discrimination of emotional expressions under varying conditions and across age.
Habituation studies have also examined infant generalization of affective
expressions and found that by four to six months of age infants generalize across different
models’ static expressions of anger and fear and discriminate among these expressions as
well as between anger and surprise and fear and surprise (Serrano, Iglesias, & Loeches,
1992). Another study indicated that by five months of age infants generalize across
different models’ smiles as well as across different intensities of smiles (Bornstein &
Arterberry, 2003). Similarly, Ludemann (1991) assessed whether seven and ten-monthold infants would generalize static expressions sharing the same positive affective
valence (happiness and surprise) and discriminate them from negative expressions such
as fear and found that only ten-month-old infants demonstrated this ability.
Other infant-controlled habituation studies have investigated the basis for infant
discrimination of emotional expressions. For example, researchers asked whether infants
use affective valence or a general affective quality vs. feature-specific information to
discriminate between different emotional expressions. They have found that by seven
months, infants can use affective valence to discriminate between different models’
happy expressions versus expressions of fear and anger (Kestenbaum & Nelson, 1990). In
their study, infants discriminated the static expressions when faces were presented
upright, but not inverted. Face inversion is thought to disrupt affective meaning, however,
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feature-specific information is retained. Thus, seven-month-old infants appeared to use
affective valence to discriminate among the expressions.
Furthermore, the habituation method can be used to examine detection of
relationships between two stimuli (Bahrick, 1992, 1994; Bahrick, Hernandez-Reif, &
Flom, 2005; Flom & Johnson, in press; Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011). For example,
researchers have used infant-controlled habituation to present word-object and syllableobject pairings and assessed detection of the relationship by presenting a switch or
reversal of the pairings during the test trials (Gogate & Bahrick, 1998; & Werker, Cohen,
Loyd, Casasola, & Stager, 1998). The “switch test” displays the same stimulus events
presented during the habituation trials, except that the pairing or relationship between
stimuli (e.g., syllables and objects) is reversed from habituation to test. A few studies
have employed this method to assess detection of relationships between emotional
expressions and objects (Flom & Johnson, in press; Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011).
For instance, Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick (2011) habituated five-and-a-half-month-old
infants to two films each depicting an affect-object pairing, such as a happy expression
paired with a toy robot and a fearful expression paired with a toy pony. During the switch
test, the affect-toy pairings were reversed so that the happy expression was paired with
the toy pony and the fearful expression was paired with the toy robot. Results indicated
that infants habituated to audiovisual events detected the change in affect-object pairings,
by showing visual recovery to the switch test. Thus, the paradigm allows one to make
inferences about infant discrimination of emotions as well as detection of relationships
between emotional expressions and objects and will be used in the present study.
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Taken together, the findings from studies that have used the infant-controlled
habituation method indicate when and under what conditions discrimination and
generalization of several emotional expressions emerges as well as offering insight into
infant detection of affective valence and detection of relationships between emotional
expressions and objects. The present study uses the infant-controlled habituation method
to address the question of under what conditions can infants detect affect-object relations.
Visual Preference Methods
The visual preference method developed by Fantz (1963, 1964) can be used to
assess a visual preference for one stimulus over another, discrimination of two stimuli,
and memory for a stimulus. Two stimuli are paired side-by-side and infants’ looking
times to each are measured. Preference for one stimulus or stimulus event over another
can be expressed as a proportion by dividing the looking time to one stimulus over the
total looking time to both stimuli, or proportion of total looking time (PTLT). If the mean
PTLT is significantly greater than 50% across a group of infants, then a preference for
one stimulus has been demonstrated and indicates discrimination between the stimuli.
The lateral positions of the stimuli are counterbalanced by presenting each stimulus on
both the left and right sides during different trials. In addition, some researchers have
used sequential presentations of stimuli, rather than paired presentations, and compared
looking time to different stimuli in order to assess preferences for one over the other.
Order of stimulus presentation is counterbalanced (typically across participants) so that
each stimulus is presented first and last.
Researchers have used both paired and sequential visual preference methods to
investigate infant discrimination of emotional expressions For example, LaBarbera, Izard,
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Vietze, and Parisi (1976) found that four and six-month-old infants looked significantly
longer at pictures of a joyful facial expression than at pictures of an angry or neutral
facial expression. Other studies found infant preferences for static images of smiles over
frowns and preferences for dynamic (moving) smiles over static pictures of smiles by five
months (Wilcox & Clayton, 1968) and preferences for intense smiles over neutral facial
expressions emerging as early as three months of age (Kuchuk, Vibbert, & Bornstein,
1986). Thus, studies that use visual preference methods can address questions regarding
infant discrimination of and preferences for different emotional expressions. Researchers
caution, however, that pairing two different facial expressions (or even sequentially
presenting different facial expressions) can result in null preferences because of the
relative aversiveness of some expressions (e.g., fear, anger) and that some methods may
underestimate infant discrimination of expressions (Schwartz, Izard, & Ansul, 1985).
Nevertheless, the visual preference method provides is an effective method for assessing
infant visual preferences for stimulus events. The present study uses the visual preference
method to address the question of can infants demonstrate visual preferences for objects
previously paired with a positive expression as opposed to one paired with a negative
expression.
The Intermodal Matching Method
The intermodal matching method (Bahrick, 1987, 1988; Spelke, 1976) is used to
assess whether and on what basis infants can match corresponding information presented
across two sense modalities such as vision and audition. Generally, infants view two
visual displays accompanied by a single soundtrack located centrally between the visual
displays and the soundtrack corresponds to one of the displays. The intermodal matching
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method not only allows researchers to assess infant discrimination of stimuli, but also
allows assessment of infant matching corresponding information across two sense
modalities such as affective valence common across facial and vocal expressions of
emotion. Walker (1982; Walker-Andrews, 1986, 1988) tested two to seven-month-old
infants using this technique by showing infants two filmed facial affective expressions
accompanied by a vocal expression that affectively matched one of the facial displays
and found that two-month-old infants looked significantly more to the happy facial
expression regardless of which expression the vocal information corresponded with. In
contrast, four-month-olds increased looking to the happy facial expression when it was
matched by the vocal expression as opposed to when it was mismatched, and five- and
seven-month-old infants looked significantly more to all facial expressions (happy, sad,
neutral, or angry expressions) when the matching vocal expression was played. Other
studies indicate that infant matching of facial and vocal expressions is based on common
affective valence rather than temporal synchrony. Infants of seven months of age
matched facial and vocal affective expressions even when the expressions were out of
synchrony (Soken & Pick, 1992; Walker-Andrews, 1986), when the facial expressions
were inverted (upside down; Walker, 1982), and when only motion information was
provided by presenting points of light on faces that eliminated any features (Soken &
Pick, 1992). Interestingly, two other studies found evidence of infant matching facial and
vocal affective expressions that were out of synchrony with each other when the
expressions were portrayed by the infants’ own mothers and portrayed by other infants
rather than adult strangers used in the previously cited studies. These studies reported
infant matching emerging by three (Kahana-Kalman & Walker-Andrews, 2001) and five
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months of age (Vaillant & Bahrick, 2003). Taken together, the findings from studies that
used intermodal matching method arguably provide stronger evidence of infants’
perception of emotional valence than the methods described earlier (i.e. habituation;
visual preference) because infants must discriminate and perceive the temporal and
intensity correspondences between stimuli across two sense modalities.
The Still Face Paradigm and Other Methods of Social Interaction
Several researchers have examined infant perception of emotional expressions in
the context of a live, face-to-face interaction by using a still face (SF) paradigm. In the SF
paradigm, a natural, contingently responsive interaction between caregiver (or
experimenter) and infant is disrupted when the caregiver stops the interaction and
displays a neutral “still face” (see Muir & Hains, 1993). Researchers measure infant
reactions to the still face episode and compare them to their behaviors in the previous
episode and a subsequent episode during which natural interactions take place. Other
studies have staged social interactions in an effort to examine infant responses to other’s
emotional expressions in more ecological contexts.
Findings from the SF paradigm indicate that infants are sensitive to responsive
affective events from an early age. For example, ten-week-old infants showed differential
vocal & facial expressions toward their mother’s facial expressions of joy, anger, and
sadness in a live interaction and imitated some facial expressions (Haviland & Lelwica,
1987), indicating discrimination among these emotional expressions. Another study
found that three-month-old infants smiled more at an unfamiliar adult who interacted
with them than at puppets that resembled faces, moved, and made sounds. Further,
infants demonstrated more frowns and vocalizations in response to the adult’s neutral
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expression during the SF episode, but showed no changes in facial or vocal affect when
the puppets stopped moving and making sounds (Ellsworth, Muir, & Hains, 1993),
indicating discrimination between a live person and a puppet and discrimination among a
person’s changing affective expressions. Melinder and colleagues (2010) found similar
results with infants of two, four, six, and eight months. And although infants at all ages
showed more negative affect toward their mother’s SF episode than toward a stranger’s
SF episode, frowns and negative vocalizations in response to the stranger’s SF flattened
from six to eight months, but decreased toward their mother’s SF episode. Thus, the
authors concluded that infants are sensitive to other’s contingent responsiveness during a
social interaction, and that responses to disruptions of contingent responsiveness vary
depending on the identity of the person interacting with the infant. Importantly,
researchers have examined the effects of another sense modality, touch, on infant
responses during face-to-face interactions. Findings from the studies indicate that oneand-a-half to three-month-old infants made more eye contact, smiled more, produced
more vocalizations, and cried less during face-to-face interactions that included an
experimenter touching the infants’ legs than interactions that did not include touching
(Pelaez-Nogueras, Gewirtz, Field, Cigales, Malphurs, Clasky, & Sanchez, 1996) and that
touch provided during a SF episode led to greater frequency of smiling and less
frequency of crying in infants of depressed mothers than infants of non-depressed
mothers (Pelaez-Nogueras, Field, Hossain, & Pickens, 1996). Thus, very young infants
are sensitive to tactile stimulation in the context of face-to-face interactions and tactile
stimulation may moderate the effects of neutral and non-responsive expression during the
SF episode.
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In order to examine infant responses to emotional expressions in more ecological
and naturalistic contexts than typically employed using habituation and visual preferences
methods, Montague and Walker-Andrews (2001) used a modified peek-a-boo game in
which the typical happy and surprised expression was varied and depicted anger, fear,
and sadness. Four-month-old infants responded with a different pattern of looking and
affective expression to each of the expressions displayed. The findings indicated that
infants discriminated and responded to the different expressions in a meaningful way. For
example, they showed more looking to expressions of fear and anger relative to sad and
typical happy/surprise and more smiling and vocalizing to happy/surprise relative to other
expressions. Together, the findings suggest that infants are sensitive to contingency in
face-to-face interactions and to different emotional expressions conveyed in the context
of social interactions within the first half year of life.
The Social Referencing Paradigm
In order to explore infants’ ability to use others’ emotional expressions as
information about objects and events in the environment, researchers have used the social
referencing paradigm (Feinman, 1982; Feinman & Lewis, 1983; Klinnert, 1984; Klinnert,
Emde, Butterfield, & Campos, 1986). The paradigm typically involves staging an
ambiguous situation or presenting novel objects (or a stranger) to infants, asking the
infants’ mothers (or an experimenter) to respond to the situation or object with a
particular emotional expression, and observing infants’ reactions to the situation or
object. Essentially, the infant is expected to relate the mother’s (or experimenter’s)
emotional response with the target object or event and to regulate their actions toward the
object or event in accordance with the emotional expression displayed by the mother. The
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paradigm provides evidence for a social-cognitive skill known as social referencing, or
the ability to use another’s affective responses to objects, people, and events to
disambiguate or guide one’s own appraisal of the object or event (Feinman, 1982; Sorce,
Emde, Campos, & Klinnert, 1985). For example, an infant would be expected to inhibit
touching or playing with an ambiguous toy that elicited a fearful expression from the
infant’s caregiver. Researchers have used toys, strangers, animals, and a visual (apparent)
cliff as ambiguous objects and events (Camras & Sachs, 1991; Feinman, 1982, 1983;
Gibson, 1969; Gunnar & Stone, 1984; Hornik & Gunnar, 1988; Klinnert, 1984; Moses,
Baldwin, Rosicky, & Tidball, 2001; Mumme & Fernald, 2003; Mumme, Fernald, &
Herrera, 1996; Sorce, Emde, Campos, & Klinnert, 1985; Vaish & Striano, 2004).
Typically, infants successfully demonstrate the ability to reference another’s emotional
expression to guide their own behavior by twelve months of age (Feinman & Lewis,
1983; Hertenstein & Campos, 2004; Hornick, Risenhoover, & Gunnar, 1987; Mumme &
Fernald, 2003; Vaish & Striano, 2004; Walden & Ogan, 1988), although a few studies
suggest this ability may emerge as early as four to ten months of age in certain contexts
(Pelaez, Virues-Ortega, & Gewirtz, in press; Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011; Walden
& Ogan, 1988). For example, when several measures have been used to examine
differential behaviors toward toys paired with positive and negative affective expressions
such as latency to touch, time spent touching toy, and looking toward parent during and
after emotional expressions were displayed, young infants have shown evidence of social
referencing (Walden & Ogan, 1988). Importantly, Pelaez, Virues-Ortega, and Gewirtz (in
press) showed that four to five-month-old infants could be trained, via operant
conditioning, that reaching toward a toy after a positive expression was portrayed in
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response to the toy lead to a positive stimulus, namely presentation of soft music and
colored lights. Learning of the consequence was indexed by increases in infant reaching
behavior toward the toy relative to baseline trials. Conversely, infant reaching of another
toy after a negative expression was displayed toward the toy lead to a negative
consequence, a noisy blender and blue lights. Detection of the consequence was indexed
by a decrease in infant reaching behavior relative to baseline. Thus, four to five-monthold infants learned that positive expressions portrayed just prior to the infants’ reaches
lead to positive consequences and negative expressions portrayed prior to reaching lead
to negative consequences. The consequences either reinforced or diminished reaching
behavior in accordance with affective valence of the expressions (positive vs. negative)
and negative or positive stimuli presentations (aversive vs. not aversive). The study
suggests that social referencing may be learned from experience with positive and
negative consequences for the infant in daily social interactions involving objects and
events.
Another foundational study examined the contexts that maximize social
referencing in young infants by comparing infant touches to novel objects previously
paired with positive or negative expressions in dynamic audiovisual or visual only
presentations (Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011). Findings demonstrated that five to sixmonth-old infants learned to relate a happy expression with one novel moving toy and a
fearful expression with another novel moving toy and significantly preferred to touch the
toy that had been paired with the happy expression over the toy that had been paired with
the fearful expression displayed in the audiovisual presentations (evidence of social
referencing), but showed no touching preferences for either toy in the visual only
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presentations. Hence, dynamic, audiovisual presentations promoted young infants’
detection of the relationship between expressions and toys and promoted an early form of
social referencing. Furthermore, the happy and fearful expressions were contingently
displayed upon the movements of the novel toys, such that every time the toys moved,
the actress responded immediately with an emotional expression, and the expressions
were displayed only after movements of the toys. The actress’s eye and head gaze
direction was also congruent with the location of the toys. While contingency between
the affective expressions and toys’ movements and gaze information were not directly
tested, they were present in both the audiovisual and visual only conditions suggesting
their important role for the emergence of social referencing.
Social referencing has been viewed as a social-cognitive skill that requires
coordination of attention to people, objects, and events including detection of another
person and of another’s emotional expressions, detection of objects or events in the
surrounding environment, detection of the relationship between another’s emotional
expressions and the objects or events to which the expressions refer, and use of such
affective referential information to guide one’s interpretation or appraisal of the object or
situation (see Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011 for discussion). Some researchers
propose that social referencing constitutes both active seeking of and passive use of
affective information (Feinman, 1982) while others limit social referencing to active
seeking of emotional information in situations of uncertainty or ambiguity (Campos,
1983). Others have argued that social referencing may constitute a more general learning
process, not specific to emotions or affective information (Gewirtz & Pelaez-Nogueras,
1992). Regardless of definition, investigation of when and how infants learn about
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objects and events from social interactions involving affective expressions and use such
affective information to guide their own actions would contribute to our understanding of
social-cognitive development. Indeed, important questions remain regarding when and
under what conditions infants can detect relations between other’s emotional expressions
and objects and use such affective information to guide their own actions in relevant and
adaptive ways. Hence, the purpose of this thesis is to shed light on which contexts and
variables are fundamental to perception of affect-object relations and subsequent actions
based on affect-object relations. The present study uses a modified social referencing
paradigm to address the question of under what conditions can infants use affect-object
relations to guide their manual exploration of objects. Studies that have addressed similar
and related questions regarding the phenomenon and development of social referencing
will be reviewed in a subsequent chapter.
In summary, several methods and measures of infant perception including infantcontrolled habituation and visual preference methods have been used to assess detection
of, discrimination, generalization of, and preferences for affective expressions. The
intermodal matching method and several other paradigms that involve infant reactions to
social interactions have also been used in an effort to address when and how infant
perception of affective valence emerges and develops. And finally, the social referencing
paradigm has been used to examine infant detection of the relationship between another’s
affective expressions and objects or events to which the expressions refer (affect-object
and affect-event relations) and the subsequent use of affective referential information to
guide infants’ own actions toward objects or events in accordance with the affective
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valence displayed. Studies employing these methods indicate an array of infant
perception and understanding of emotions by the end of the first year of life.
The study was designed to employ a unique combination of several methods
reviewed, the infant-controlled habituation paradigm, the visual preference method, and a
modified social referencing paradigm in a single study. The combination provides a more
powerful way of addressing the question of under what conditions can infants use
information about affect-object relations to guide exploratory behavior. Infant-controlled
habituation allows infants to process the events until they are habituated. Conditions of
habituation can be easily manipulated and a switch test can reveal infant detection of a
change in affect-object relations. Then, a live preference test for the 3-dimensional
objects can reveal the conditions under which affective information guided exploratory
behavior. The following chapter presents research on infant development of component
skills thought to be necessary for perception of and understanding of affect-object
relations and the emergence of social referencing.
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CHAPTER III
LITERATURE REVIEW
Infants experience others’ emotional expressions from early in life beginning in
dyadic interactions which primarily characterize infants’ social repertoires during the first
months of life. Around four to five months of age, infants’ attention is increasingly drawn
to objects outside of the dyadic interaction. Caregivers show infants objects and
communicate with them in the context of triadic interactions. By at least nine months of
age, infants start to follow other’s gaze in relation to objects and other people in their
surrounding environment (Carpenter, Nagell, & Tomasello, 1998). Infants also engage in
joint visual attention in order to share attention with another person about an object or
third person of mutual interest (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984; Carpenter et al., 1998;
Corkum & Moore, 1998). Joint attention provides shared experiences needed for social
development and learning, including language development (Baldwin, 1995; Dunham &
Moore, 1995; Morales, Mundy, & Rojas, 1998; Tomasello, 1995). As disucssed in the
previous chapter, social referencing entails sharing visual attention with another person
about an object, person, or event, linking emotional information that refers to the object,
person, or event, and using the emotional information to guide one’s actions toward the
object, person, or event in accordance with referential emotional information. Thus,
following another person’s gaze as well as joint visual attention to an object or person are
necessary components of social referencing. As a result, a developmental trajectory of
when and under what conditions gaze following and joint attention abilities emerge and
develop is important for understanding the emergence and development of social
referencing.
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Gaze following and Joint Visual Attention
Infants as young as three to five months of age are sensitive to another person’s
direction of gaze. For example, Striano and Stahl (2005) showed that three-month-old
infants smiled and gazed more at an experimenter when the experimenter coordinated
attention between an object and the infant than when the experimenter only attended to
the object. Thus, infants as young as three months were able to discriminate a triadic
from a non-triadic context using an adult’s direction and coordination of eye gaze. And
Hood, Willen, and Driver (1998) found that three-month-old infants looked more
frequently and more rapidly to a target object that corresponded with an adult’s direction
of gaze than to an object that did not correspond to direction of gaze. Indeed, infants have
been shown to engage in a variety of social cognitive tasks including coordinating
attention with another person, gaze following, and point following by the first half year of
life (D’Entremont, 2000; Striano & Bertin, 2005a, 2005b). And by seven to twelve
months of age infants’ joint attention skills improve as attention becomes more
coordinated with others in relation to objects and events in the environment (Butterworth,
1995; Carpenter et al., 1998).
Several researchers have examined relations among gaze following and joint
attention skills and other social, communicative, and cognitive skills. For example,
infants’ ability to follow another person’s gaze at six months of age was found to be
positively correlated with emotion regulation at 24 months (Morales, Mundy, Crowson,
Neal, & Delgado, 2005), and joint engagement and gaze following were found to be
positively correlated with production of words by infants of 12 to 15 months (Carpenter
et al., 1998). Similarly, Slaughter and McConnell (2003) found positive correlations
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between gaze following and the number of words produced by infants of eight to fourteen
months, but found no correlations among gaze following, imitation, and social
referencing. However, Striano, Stahl, and Cleeveland (2007) found relationships among
coordinating visual attention with someone toward an object and smiling in the context of
coordinating visual attention, and relationships among gaze following and imitation, but
found no correlations among other joint attention behaviors in a longitudinal study of
infants seven to ten months of age. Furthermore, gaze following and other joint attention
behaviors (e.g., smiling while coordinating attention with someone) emerged earlier than
imitation. The authors concluded that joint attention behaviors develop in a complex way
and more research is needed to understand how different social-cognitive skills emerge
and change throughout infancy and childhood.
The ability to follow another’s direction of gaze and the ability to share attention
with another person about an object or third person are thought to be fundamental skills
for the development of social referencing. Following another’s direction of gaze
promotes attention to relevant aspects of the environment and promotes the coordination
of attention between a caregiver, the infant, and an object of interest. From this
perspective, investigation of the development of component skills is warranted. A prior
study indicated that social referencing emerged in the context of intersensory redundancy
provided by audiovisual events (Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011). Thus, intersensory
perception was found to be a fundamental skill for early social referencing. Another
factor that may contribute to the emergence of social referencing is gaze congruence with
the object eliciting someone’s emotional expressions. A third factor that may contribute
to the emergence of social referencing is contingency perception. In particular,
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contingency between the motion of objects and the emotional expressions the objects
elicit may provide crucial information for infant detection of affect-object relations that
guide infant exploratory behavior in accordance with the affective expressions. The
following section reviews research on infant perception of contingencies.
Contingency Detection
Contingencies provide highly salient information about the temporal, spatial, and
causal relationships between events (Tarabulsy, Tessier, & Kappas, 1996). When an
action is perfectly contingent upon another action, a perfect correspondence exists such
that the occurrence of action B always follows action A and action A always precedes the
occurrence of action B. Young infants are sensitive to contingent relations present in the
environment and in the context of social interactions from an early age (Harrist &
Waugh, 2002; Tarabulsy, Tessier, & Kappas, 1996) and detection of contingencies are
thought to promote the development of social cognition (Rochat & Striano, 1999). For
exmaple, three to five-month-old infants detect the temporal and spatial contingency
between the visual information provided by live video feedback of their own legs and
arms moving and the proprioceptive information corresponding to those movements
(Bahrick & Watson, 1985; Rochat & Morgan, 1995; Schmuckler, 1996) Infants use this
contigent information to discriminate a live video of their leg movements (self) from a
pre-recorded video of their leg movements or a video of another infant’s leg movments
(other; Bahrick & Watson, 1985). Studies on contingency learning using infants’ own
actions indicate that infants learn to kick a mobile in order to produce movement by three
months of age, and that infants can remember the contingency between their behavior and
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the movement of a mobile over a period of days (Hayne, Gross, Julien, Hidreth, &
Rovee-Collier, 2000; Hayne, Greco-Vigorito, & Rovee-Collier, 1993).
Young infants are also sensitive to social contingencies during face-to-face
interactions. They demonstrate greater visual attention, length of look, and more smiles
toward a live video of their mothers interacting with them as compared to a replay video
(Bigelow, MacLean, & McDonald, 1996; Hains & Muir, 1996) and prefer contingent
over noncontingent social responses (Murray & Trevarthen, 1985). Within the context of
a social interaction, young infants are sensitive to their caregivers’ adjustment of facial,
vocal, and tactile stimulation including affective expressions in response to infant
behavior, often termed attunement (Field, Healy, Goldstein, & Guthertz, 1990; Stern,
Hofer, Heft, & Dore, 1985). Thus, infants discriminate between responsive and
unresponsive stimulation within the context of face-to-face interactions within the first
months of life. Contingency serves as a basis for linking events in the environment and
provides information about how events are related to one another. Detecting
contingencies between events is critical to predicting events, interacting, and behaving in
appropriate ways (Tarabulsy, Tessier, & Kappas, 1996). Thus, in early development,
sensitivity to contingent relations between affective expressions and objects to which
they refer might help infants link emotional signals and objects or events in the context of
social referencing. The proposed study will test this prediction.
Social Referencing
Research on social referencing suggests that somewhere between 12 and 18 months
of age, infants can use other’s affective expressions to regulate their behavior toward
novel objects or ambigous situations in accordance with the expressions of the emoter
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(Boccia & Campos, 1989; Campos & Sternberg, 1981; Feinman and Lewis, 1983;
Hertenstein & Campos, 2004; Kim, Walden, & Knieps, 2010; Klinnert, 1984; Moses,
Baldwin, Rosicky, & Tidball, 2001; Mumme & Fernald, 2003; Sorce, Emde, Campos, &
Klinnert, 1985; Vaish & Striano, 2004; Walden & Baxter, 1989; Zarbatany & Lamb,
1985). For example, Sorce and colleagues (1985) found that one-year-old infants were
more likely to cross a visual cliff after their mothers portrayed happy expressions, than
when they displayed fearful expressions. A few studies have tested younger infants.
However, these studies have yielded mixed results with two studies finding evidence of
social referencing as young as four to five (when infants were trained via operant
conditioning; Pelaez, et al., in press) and eight-and-a-half months (Boccia & Campos,
1989) and other studies not finding evidence of social referencing until after nine to ten
months (Mumme & Fernald, 2003; Walden & Ogan, 1988). Typically, by 12 months of
age infants are able to link specific objects or events with another person’s emotional
messages (Hertenstein & Campos, 2004; Moses, Baldwin, Rosicky, & Tidball, 2001;
Mumme & Fernald, 2003) and actively seek out emotional information from others to
guide their actions toward those objects and events in meaningful ways (Campos &
Sternberg, 1981; Feinamn, 1982). Furthermore, by 16 months of age infants respond
differently to objects referenced with emotional expressions of a similar (fearful vs. sad)
valence, indicating further refinement of social cognitive competencies (Martin,
Witherington, & Edwards, 2008). However, few studies have examined how context or
type of stimulation influences infants’ ability to successfully perform a social referencing
task, particularly in early infancy.
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One study explored young infants’ social referencing skills and demonstrated that
by four to five months, infants learned (via operant conditioning) that reaching for a
novel object after their mother’s displayed a happy facial expression lead to positive
consequences (soft music, colorful lights) and that reaching for a novel object after their
mother’s displayed a fearful expression lead to negative consequences (loud noises made
by a blender, buzzer, and whistle) by differentially reaching toward the objects as a
function of the facial expressions. Thus, infants reached more frequently after viewing
their mothers’ happy expressions than after viewing their mother’s fearful expression
indicating that social referencing can be learned through environmental contingencies by
four months of age, much younger than the social referencing literature suggests (Pelaez
et al., in press). Still, it is important to study what components are necessary and
sufficient for infants’ ability to detect relationships between affective expressions and
objects to which the expressions refer as well as for guiding infant behavior toward
objects or events in accordance with the emotional information displayed. One potentially
fundamental component is the type of stimulation that is presented in affective
expressions.
The few studies that have looked at differences in infant social referencing across
varying types of stimulation find that by one year of age infants use affective information
from others to promote or inhibit either crossing a visual cliff or manually exploring
novel toys when both facial and vocal expressions are used (Vaish & Striano, 2004) and
when vocal only expressions (no facial expression) are provided (Mumme, Fernald, &
Herrera, 1996; Vaish & Striano, 2004). Thus, by the end of the first year of life, infants
use both audiovisual and auditory only information to gather information about another
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person’s affective responses to an ambiguous situation and either approach or withdraw
in accordance with the affective information. However, there have been no systematic
examinations of how different types of stimulation facilitate young infants’ ability to
relate affective information to objects in the environment and guide their behavior
accordingly. Indeed, types of stimulation often influence what kinds of information
infants selectively attend to at the expense of others and provides a mechanism for
guiding and constraining attention to particular stimulus properties of events. One such
mechanism is proposed by the Intersensory Redundancy Hypothesis (IRH) and is
potentially useful for understanding how infants’ attention is allocated to perceptual
properties in social affective events.
Intersensory Redundancy and Attention to Stimulus Properties
The IRH is a theory of selective attention and proposes that multimodal (i.e.,
audiovisual) redundant stimulation selectively guides attention to amodal information
(e.g., tempo, intensity, affect) at the expense of modality-specific information (e.g., color,
visual pattern; Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000, 2002). Research on infants’ attention to
different stimulus properties in different types of stimulation has provided support for this
hypothesis and demonstrated that amodal information such as rhythm, tempo, and affect
are perceived first in mutlimodal (i.e., audiovisual) stimulation and later in unimodal
stimulation (Bahrick, Flom, & Lickliter, 2002; Bahrick & Lickliter, 2004; Flom &
Bahrick, 2007). A type of “intersensory facilitation” has been observed in both human
infants (Bahrick, Flom, & Lickliter, 2002; Bahrick & Lickliter, 2004) as well as in an
avian species (bowhite quail; Lickliter, Bahrick, & Honeycutt, 2002) suggesting that
similar priciples guide attention across different species. Moreover, findings regarding
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infants’ perception of affective expressions indicate that infants first discriminate one
emotional expression from another in audiovisual stimulation (bimodal) by four months
of age, then later in development, by five months, they discriminate affect in unimodal
vocal only stimulation, and last, by seven months, they disciminate affective expressions
from one another in unimodal visual stimulation (Flom & Bahrick, 2007; see WalkerAndrews, 1997). Thus, redundant facial and vocal information such as the temporal and
rythmic patterns displayed in affective expressions appears to be highly salient for young
infants and provides a context in which discrimination and recognition of affective
expressions emerges during early infancy.
Building on this, Vaillant-Molina and Bahrick (2011) tested five-and-a-half-monthold infants in a modified social referencing task under audiovisual redundant (bimodal) or
visual only non-redundant (unimodal) stimulation. Infants’ ability to detect the
relationship between a toy and an actress’s emotional responses and subsequent
exploration of the toys was assessed. Infants viewed films of a toy moving across a table
and an actress responding affectively with either a happy or fearful expression in bimodal
audiovisual or unimodal visual conditions. Infants in the bimodal audiovisual condition
detected a change in the affect-toy pairing during a switch test and subsequently showed
touching preferences for the toy paired with the happy expression. However, infants in
the unimodal visual condition did not show evidence of detecting the affect-toy pairing
and showed no differential touching to the toys. Thus, the findings of the study indicate
that young infants’ social referencing skills emerge in the context of naturalistic
audiovisual redundant stimulation provided by congruent facial and vocal affective
expressions. Furthermore, the study depicted a naturalistic contingent relation between
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movements of the toys and the actress’s affective expressions (the actress responded
affectively to each movement). The actress also displayed naturalistic head and eye gaze
following of the toy’s movements in order to provide young infants with a basis for
relating the affective expressions and the toys. However, the importance of these
variables was not directly tested and thus is not currently known.
Test of the Role of Contingency and Gaze Direction
The study built upon a prior study that explored the topic (Vaillant-Molina &
Bahrick, 2011). It directly assessed the extent to which contingency between toys’
movements and the actress’s affective expressions and congruent head and eye gaze
toward the toys contribute to infants’ ability to relate affective expressions with novel
toys. The previous study examined the role of multisensory stimulation in young infants’
ability to relate affective expressions with objects and infants’ subsequent actions toward
those objects by presenting unimodal visual vs. bimodal audiovisual events. Results
indicated that audiovisual information was required. The current study built upon these
findings by presenting dynamic audiovisual filmed events and examining the contribution
of two other factors, contingent relations between affective expressions and object
movement as well as the contribution of congruent (with toy location) head and eye gaze
direction in young infants’ detection of affect-object relations and their subsequent
manual exploration of the objects.
Infants were habituated to two alternating films depicting toys moving across a
surface while an actress says “oh it moves, look it moves.” One toy was paired with the
actress’ happy expression and the other toy with the actress’ fearful expression. The study
was designed as a 2 x 2 (contingency: contingent affect, noncontingent affect) (gaze
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direction: congruent gaze with toy’s location, incongruent gaze with toy’s location)
experiment with a total of 4 conditions. The Contingent Affect and Congruent Gaze
condition depicted contingency between the actress’ affective expressions and the toys’
movements and congruence between the actress’ head and eye gaze direction and the
toys’ location . The Contingent Affect and Incongruent Gaze condition depicted affective
contingency with the toys’ movements and a lack of gaze congruence with the toys’
location. The Noncontingent Affect and Congruent Gaze condition condition depicted no
affective contingency and depicted gaze congruence. Finally, Noncontingent Affect and
Incongruent Gaze condition depicted no affective contingency and depicted no gaze
congruence.
Infants’ detection of the relationship between the toys and the affective expressions
was assessed in a switch test during which the pairing of the affective expressions and the
toys (affect-object relations) was reversed. For example, if an infant was habituated to
happy affect paired with toy A and fearful affect paired with toy B, then the infant was
tested with happy affect paired with toy B and fearful affect paired with toy A.
Subsequently, infants’ reaching and touching preferences for toys previously paired with
the happy vs. the fearful expressions was tested. It was predicted that both contingency
between the toys’ movements and an actress’s affective expressions and gaze direction
toward the toys’ locations would be necessary for young infants’ detection of affectobject relations. Thus, a main effect of contingency and a main effect of gaze direction
for visual recovery to a change in affect-object pairing was predicted. Contingency was
hypothesized to be a key factor in infants‘ early social referencing skills, thus a main
effect of contingency for proportion of the total number of touches and proportion of total
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time spent touching the toy previously paired with the positive expression was also
predicted. Gaze direction was also hypothesized to be an important factor for young
infants‘ detection of affect-object relations and early social referencing skills.
Alternatively, results may have demonstrate that contingency was important for
infants’ perception of affect-object relations and social referencing, while gaze direction
was not. Thus, a main effect of contingency would have been found, with no main effect
of gaze direction. Indeed, contingency detection develops prior to gaze following skills
(some prenatal experience with proprioceptive contingency is likely), and thus may not
be necessary for social referencing at the age infants were tested (five to six months).
Finally, infants in the Contingent Affect & Congruent Gaze condition were predicted to
detect the affect-object relations and subsequently show manual preferences for the
object paired with the positive expression if contingency and gaze direction play an
important role in the development of social referencing. It was also predicted that infants
in the Noncontingent Affect & Incongruent condition would not show evidence of
detection of the affect-object relations and would not show manual preferences for the
object paired with the positive expression in a subsequent manual preference test since at
least one factor, contingency, and likely both factors (contingency and gaze direction)
would be necessary for young infants‘ detection of affect-object relations and social
referencing.
Hypotheses and Predictions
Infants were not expected to show overall baseline preferences for either toy prior
to viewing the habituation filmed events. Thus, it was predicted that infants should not
demonstrate a significant proportion of total looking time (PTLT) to either toy during the
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visual preference pretest. To examine the role of affective contingency and gaze
direction, 2 x 2 affective contingency (present vs. absent) and gaze direction (congruent
vs. incongruent) between-subjects design was used with a total of four conditions. The
contingent relations between the toys’ movements and the actress’ affective expressions
and the congruence between the direction of head and eye gaze and the toy’s location
varied across conditions in order to directly test the role of these variables in infants’
ability to relate objects and affective expressions as well as their role in infants’ ability to
subsequently show manual preferences for the objects. Below are specific research
questions, hypotheses, and predictions for each habituation condition.
1) Contingent Affect and Congruent Gaze condition: Will five- to six-month-old infants
detect the relationship between an actress’s affective expressions and moving toys
when there is affective contingency between the movements of toys and the
expressions of an actress and when there is head and eye gaze congruence with the
toy’s location? Will infants show visual and manual preferences for the toy paired with
the happy expression during the visual preference posttest and manual preference test?
If either contingency or gaze direction or both variables are important for infants’
detection of affect-object relations, then infants should demonstrate significant visual
recovery to a change in affect-object pairings during the switch test. Furthermore, if
contingency or gaze direction or both are important for guiding infants’ visual
preferences and exploratory behavior, then infants should demonstrate significant
PTLT to the toy paired with the happy expression during the visual preference posttest
and should demonstrate significant proportion of total number of touches (PTNT)
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and/or proportion of total time spent touching (PTTT) the toy paired with the happy
expression during the manual preference test.
Additionally, if both contingency and gaze direction are important for detection of
affect-object relations, then a main effect of both contingency and gaze direction for
visual recovery to a change in affect-object pairings as well as an interaction between
these variables would have been expected, with greater visual recovery scores for infants
in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition than infants in the noncontingent
affect and incongruent gaze condition, and possibly greater visual recovery scores for
infants in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition than all other conditions.
Given that contingency perception is evident very early in life, and gaze following
does not emerge until several months later, it is possible that at five- to six-months of age
contingency between affective expressions and toys’ movements provides enough
information for relating expressions and objects, while gaze direction may not be
necessary to link expressions and objects. If so, then a main effect of contingency for
visual recovery to a change in affect-object pairings would demonstrate that infants in the
contingent affect conditions (regardless of whether gaze direction was congruent or
incongruent with toy’s location) learned to relate affective expressions with moving toys.
Similarly, a main effect of contingency for PTLT to the toy paired with the happy
expression during the visual preference posttest and PTNT and/or PTTT to the toy paired
with the happy expression during the manual preference test would demonstrate that
infants in both contingent affect conditions (congruent gaze and incongruent gaze)
preferentially looked at and touched the toy that had been previously paired with the
happy expression.
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2) Contingent Affect and Incongruent Gaze condition: Will five- to six-month-old infants
detect the relationship between an actress’s affective expressions and moving toys
when there is affective contingency between the movements of toys and the
expressions of an actress and when there is no congruence between head and eye gaze
and the toy’s location? Will infants show visual and manual preferences for the toy
paired with the happy expression during the visual preference posttest and manual
preference test? If so, then infants in the contingent affect and incongruent gaze
condition should demonstrate significant visual recovery to a change in affect-object
pairings indicating that affective contingency was sufficient for infants’ ability to relate
affective expressions and objects to which they refer. Infants would also demonstrate
significant PTLT, PTNT, and PTTT to the toy previously paired with the happy
expression, indicating that contingency was sufficient to guide infants’ looking and
touching preferences for toys paired with the positive expression. However, if both
contingency and gaze direction are necessary for young infants‘ detection of affectobject relations and necessary for guiding infants‘ looking and manual preferences,
then infants in the contingent affect and incongruent gaze condition should not show
significant visual recovery to a change in affect-object pairings, and should not show
significant PTLT, PTNT, and PTTT to the toy that had previously been paired with the
happy expression.
3) Noncontingent Affect and Congruent Gaze condition: Will five- to six-month-old
infants detect the relationship between an actress’s affective expressions and moving
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toys when there is no contingency between the movements of toys and the expressions
of an actress and when there is congruence between head and eye gaze and the toy’s
location? Will infants show visual and manual preferences for the toy paired with the
happy expression during the visual preference posttest and manual preference test? If
so, then gaze direction would be sufficient for detection of affect-object relations in
young infants. Furthermore, gaze direction would be sufficient to guide visual and
manual preferences for toys previously paired with a happy expression.
4) Noncontingent Affect and Incongruent Gaze condition: Will five- to six-month-old
infants detect the relationship between an actress’s affective expressions and moving
toys when there is no affective contingency between the movements of toys and the
expressions of an actress and when there is no congruence between head and eye gaze
and the toy’s location? Will infants show visual and manual preferences for the toy
paired with the happy expression during the visual preference posttest and manual
preference test? If so, then detection of affect-object relations would be based only on
the co-occurrence of the affective expressions and the toys. Similarly, if infants show
significant PTLT, PTNT, and PTTT to the toy previously paired with the happy
expression, then it would indicate that an early form of social referencing was based
solely on the co-occurrence of emotional expressions and toys.
Both contingency and gaze direction were hypothesized to play an important role
in the detection of affect-object relations and in visual and manual preferences for toys
paired with a positive expression. Thus, a main effect of affective contingency (present
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vs. absent) and a main effect of gaze direction (congruent gaze vs. incongruent gaze) for
infants’ visual recovery to a change in affect-object relations were predicted.
Furthermore, an interaction effect for each dependent measure was also thought to be a
possible finding, given that affective contingency was predicted to influence infants’
detection of affect-object relations and influence their preferences for objects paired with
the positive expression when gaze direction was congruent with the toys’ location.
Likewise, gaze direction was thought to influence infants’ detection of affect-object
relations and subsequent preferences for objects referenced with a positive expression
when affective contingency was present. Finally, contingency between affective
expressions and toys’ movements as well as congruence between head and eye gaze and
toys’ location were predicted to be important variables for an early form of social
referencing.
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD
Participants
Sixty-four five- to six-month-old infants (34 males and 33 females) with a mean age
of 170 days (SD= 15) participated in the study. All infants had a gestational age of at least
38 weeks and Apgar scores of at least nine (out of ten). Fifty infants were Hispanic, nine
were Caucasian, three were African American, and two were Asian. Nineteen additional
infants participated but their data were excluded as a result of excessive fussiness (N=4),
experimenter error (N=3), failure to meet the fatigue criterion (N=2), failure to habituate
within 20 trials (N=9), and interference during the manual preference test (N=1; parent
touched one of the toys presented). Infants were recruited from county birth records
provided by the Vital Statistics office. Parents were contacted by telephone and mailed
letters inviting them to participate in the study with their infants. All parents were offered
a gift in the amount of $10.00 for their participation in the study.
Stimuli
Four filmed events were used for the habituation phase of the study. One film
consisted of a moving toy bunny eliciting an actress’ happy/excited emotional expression,
and another film depicted the toy bunny eliciting a fearful expression. A third film
depicted a toy robot eliciting the actress’ happy/excited expression and a fourth film
depicted the robot eliciting the actress’ fearful expression. Each film consisted of 60-s
clips that looped, and each clip depicted an average of seven (range: six to eight) toy
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movements and seven affective expressions. The toy robot moved forward and backward
on a table while opening its arms making a clicking sound. The bunny moved forward
while intermittently raising its ears, making snorting sounds. The actress depicted either a
happy/excited or fearful/disgust expression while saying, “Oh it moves. Look it moved!”
(same as in Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011). Each of the films were displayed under
four conditions (contingent affect & congruent gaze, contingent affect & incongruent
gaze, noncontingent affect & congruent gaze, and noncontingent affect & incongruent
gaze) that manipulated two independent variables, affective contingency and gaze
congruence for a total of 16 filmed events. The major difference between stimuli in the
contingent and noncontingent affect conditions was that the contingent affect condition
depicted the movements of the toy eliciting the actress’ affective expressions, whereas
the noncontingent affect conditions did not. The contingent affect conditions displayed
the actress responding with an affective expression immediately after (with an average
delay of 0.5 seconds from toys’ first movement) every movement of the toys and only
responded when the toys moved. Thus, the contingent conditions displayed a predictable,
temporal relationship between the start of the toy’s movements and the actress’s affective
response. The noncontingent conditions depicted the toys’ movements and the affective
expressions in a random temporal pattern, with no systematic relation to one another.
Thus, the actress’s affective expressions sometimes occurred prior to the toy’s
movements and sometimes occurred after the toy stopped moving. There was an average
delay of five seconds (range of four to six seconds) between last movement of the toys
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and the actress’s expressions (and between end of expressions and first movement of the
toys). The same number of movements and affective expressions were displayed by the
actress for contingent and noncontingent affect conditions.
The congruent and incongruent gaze conditions displayed the actress’s head and eye
gaze direction either congruent with or incongruent with the location of the toy’s
movements. In the congruent gaze condition, the actress’s head and eye gaze followed
the toy as it moved across the table. In the incongruent gaze condition, the actress’s head
and eye gaze appeared to track an imaginary object moving in a different direction from
the actual toy. Frequency of head and eye movements and frequency of back and forth
looks between the toy and camera were equated across all conditions. Other than the
congruence between head and eye gaze and the toys’ location, all other aspects of the
stimulus films were comparable across conditions.
The affect-object pairings and order of presentation of the filmed events were
counterbalanced across infants. Only the surface of the table, the toys, and the actress
were visible in the films to maximize infants’ attention to the event rather than to
background objects (same as in Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011). The bunny and robot
toys were of similar size (7 x 5.9 inches and 4.8 x 5.8 inches, respectively) but differed in
shape, color, and pattern. The actual 3-dimensional toys were also presented during a
visual preference pretest and posttest and during the manual preference test.
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Apparatus
Infants were seated in an infant seat on top of a table facing two 19-inch computer
monitors (Dell Precision T3400), approximately 55 cm away. The monitors were
surrounded by black poster board and two apertures above the monitors allowed
observers to record the infants’ visual fixations. Trained observers unaware of the
infant’s condition and unable to see the displays on the monitor recorded infants’ visual
fixations by pressing and holding down a button on a joy stick while the infant fixated on
the stimulus presentation. The joy stick was connected to a computer that recorded and
computed the duration of the visual fixations to the displays and signaled another
experimenter as to when to commence and terminate each trial. A record of each infant’s
visual fixations was created on-line and saved for subsequent analysis. Inter-observer
reliability was obtained for 25% of the participants. Infants’ manual exploration of the
toys was recorded (Cannon Optura 60 camcorder) for later analysis.
Procedure
Infants participated in an initial visual preference pretest during which the 3dimensional toys (bunny and robot) were presented on a tray out of arms reach in front of
the infants. After the pretest, infants participated in an infant-controlled habituation and
switch test phase under one of four conditions previously described (contingent affect &
congruent gaze, contingent affect & incongruent gaze, noncontingent affect & congruent
gaze, and noncontingent affect & incongruent gaze). Infants then participated in a visual
preference posttest and finally a manual preference test (see Table 1 for details).
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Visual Preference Pretest. Infants were seated on a table and held by an
experimenter (blind to the hypotheses of the study) during the visual preference pretest. A
second experimenter, on the right side of the infant, placed the bunny and robot toys side
by side on a tray covered with a black cloth. Then, the infant was turned to face the
covered toys positioned in front of them and out of reach, the experimenter uncovered the
toys, walked behind the infant, and two 10-s trials began. When the first trial ended, the
experimenter covered the toys with the black cloth for a few seconds, switched the lateral
position of the toys, uncovered the toys and the second trial began. The lateral positions
of the toys was switched across infants so that half the infants viewed the toy bunny on
the right and the robot on the left first and half viewed the opposite arrangement first.
Infants’ looking time to the toys was measured to assess any baseline preferences. It was
expected that infants would not show a significant preference for either toy. Infants’
proportion of total looking time (PTLT) to the toy to be paired with the happy expression
served as the dependent measure.
Habituation. Approximately one minute after the pretest, infants participated in an
infant-controlled habituation procedure. Infants were randomly assigned to one of four
habituation conditions manipulating affective contingency (presence or absence of
contingency between the actress’ affective response and the toys’ movements) and gaze
direction (congruence or incongruence between the actress’ head and eye gaze direction
and the location of the toys). Infants’ ability to relate an emotional expression (e.g.,
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happy versus fearful) with a particular toy (e.g., robot versus bunny) was tested by
measuring infants’ visual recovery to a switch in the affect-object pairing.
Infants viewed two filmed events, and each film depicted one toy (robot vs.
bunny) paired with one affective expression (happy vs. fearful). During habituation, half
the infants viewed the toy bunny paired with the happy expression and the toy robot
paired with the fearful expression and the other half viewed the opposite pairing. The two
affect-toy pairings were shown on alternating habituation trials. Half the infants received
the bunny toy first and the robot second in an alternating pattern, whereas the other half
received the opposite order. Infants viewed the alternating films for a minimum of six
and a maximum of 20 infant-controlled trials. Each “trial” or stimulus event was
presented until the infant looked away for 1.5 s or when the trial reached 60 s (maximum
trial length). The average of the infant’s looking times to the first two trials (baseline)
was calculated. Once an infant decreased their looking time to the films by at least 50%
of baseline for two consecutive trials, they were considered to have habituated to the
films.
Following habituation, two no change post-habituation trials were presented.
Infants’ looking times to the post-habituation trials were compared with that of the
habituation criterion in order to establish that infants actually habituated and to control
for regression effects. If post-habituation looking was not less than criterion, infants were
re-habituated, receiving additional habituation trials until the habituation criterion was
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reached again. This ensured that all infants reached the habituation criterion before being
presented with the test trials (affect-object pairing switch).
Switch Test. During the test trials, the affect-toy pairing was switched (reversed), so
that if an infant was habituated to the bunny paired with a happy expression and the robot
paired with a fearful expression, then the test trials depicted the robot paired with the
happy expression and the bunny paired with the fearful expression. Thus, given that both
toys and both affective expressions were shown during the test trials, the only novel
aspect of the test trials was the affect-object pairing. It was expected that if infants
detected the relationship between the affective expressions and the toys, they would show
a significant visual recovery (increase in looking time) to the switch during the test trials
(as compared to their looking time on the no change post-habituation trials). Trained
observers unaware of the infant’s condition recorded infants’ visual fixations during the
habituation phase. Inter-observer reliability was obtained for 25% of the participants.
Visual Preference Posttest. Approximately one minute following the habituation
and switch test phase of the study, all infants were presented with both the 3-dimensional
bunny and robot toys previously seen. An experimenter placed the toys on top of a tray
covered with black cloth side by side in front of the infant for two 10 s trials. Then the
experimenter covered the toys and switched the lateral position of the toys in between the
trials, and uncovered the toys to begin the second trial (identical to the visual preference
pretest). Again, infants’ looking time to the toys was measured and PTLT to the toy
paired with the happy expression served as the dependent variable.
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Manual Preference Test. Immediately after the visual-preference posttest, an
experimenter pushed the tray toward the infant so that the toys were within reach and the
infants were given two 30 s trials to explore/play with the toys. Exactly as in the visual
preference pre- and posttests, the experimenter covered the toys with black cloth for a
few seconds in between trials and switched the lateral position of the toys before
removing the cloth and commencing the second trial. The lateral positions of the toys was
also counterbalanced across infants so that half the infants viewed the toy bunny on the
right and the robot on the left first and half viewed the opposite arrangement first.
Infants’ frequency of touches and total time spent touching each toy was measured.
Proportion of the total number of touches (PTNT), and proportion of total time spent
touching (PTTT) the toy previously paired with the positive expression served as the
dependent variables for the manual preference test. Touches were coded as any manual or
oral contact with the toys.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
Visual Preference Pretest
In order to assess any overall preferences for either the robot or bunny toys, single
sample t-tests were conducted on infants’ mean PTLTs to the toy to be paired with the
positive expression (during subsequent habituation phase) against the chance value of 0.5
during the visual preference pretest. Infants showed no evidence of visually preferring the
toy to be paired with the positive expression (M =.55, SD =.23 to the robot toy, p < .1).
Right and left looking preferences were also tested and revealed no significant effect (M
= .54, SD = .21, right side, p < .1). Inter-observer reliability between trained observers on
total looking time to each toy (for each trial) was calculated for 25% of the participants
using a Pearson product-moment correlation. Inter-observer reliability averaged .92 (SD
= .08).
Habituation and Switch Test
Infants spent an average of 245.7 (SD=151.2) seconds viewing the filmed
stimulus events. Inter-observer reliability between trained observers on looking time to
each habituation trial was calculated for 25% of the participants using a Pearson productmoment correlation. Inter-observer reliability averaged .99 (SD = .12). To examine the
primary research question regarding the importance of contingency and gaze direction in
infants’ ability to relate the affective expressions with movements of the toys depicted in
the stimulus films during the habituation phase, a 2 x 2 ANOVA was conducted on
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infants’ visual recovery scores with affective contingency (present vs. absent) and gaze
direction (congruent gaze vs. incongruent gaze) as between-subjects factors. The results
revealed a significant effect of contingency, F(1, 60) = 4.502, p = .038; a significant
effect of gaze direction, F(1, 60) = 4.115, p = .047, and no significant interaction, F(1,
60) = .387, p = .536. Infants in the contingent affect conditions had significantly greater
visual recovery scores than infants in the noncontingent affect conditions, M = 3.71, SD =
7.96 (contingent); M = -.56, SD = 8.42 (noncontingent). Infants’ visual recovery scores
were significantly greater in the congruent gaze conditions than in the incongruent gaze
conditions, M = 3.61, SD = 8.73 (congruent gaze); M = -.46, SD = 7.67 (incongruent
gaze). In order to assess whether infants learned to relate the affective expressions and
objects, single sample t-tests against the chance value of zero were conducted on visual
recovery to the switch in affect-object pairings for each of the four habituation
conditions. Figure 1 displays infants’ mean visual recovery scores for each condition.
Visual recovery to a change in affect-toy pairings was significantly greater than chance
for infants in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition, t(15) = 2.43, p = .028.
Visual recovery scores for infants in all other conditions did not differ significantly from
chance (ps > .1).
Additionally, the number of infants who exhibited positive or negative visual
recovery scores for each habituation condition was also examined using a non-parametric
binomial test in order to assess whether the mean for each condition was carried by a few
infants. Thirteen of 16 infants in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition had
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positive visual recovery scores (p = .02), 10 of 16 infants in the contingent affect and
incongruent gaze condition had positive visual recovery scores (p > .1), 7 of 16 infants in
the noncontingent affect and congruent gaze condition had positive visual recovery
scores (p > .1), and only 4 of 16 infants in the noncontingent affect and incongruent gaze
condition had positive visual recovery scores (p = .08). Thus, results at the individual
subject level converged with group results indicating that infants in the contingent affect
and congruent gaze condition detected the change in affect-object pairing, whereas
infants in the other conditions did not.
Secondary analyses were also performed to assess any differences in interest level
during the habituation trials as a function of affective contingency or gaze direction. A 2
x 2 ANOVA on affective contingency (present vs. absent) and gaze direction (congruent
vs. incongruent) was conducted on initial interest level (baseline), and total looking time
(number of seconds looking during habituation) to the habituation stimulus events.
Results revealed no significant effects of either affective contingency or gaze direction
(ps > .1). Thus, infants’ initial interest and overall looking time to the affect-object
pairings did not differ as a function of contingency or gaze direction. Taken together,
these results indicate that both contingency between affective expressions and toys’
movements and congruence between head and eye gaze direction and the toys’ location
are important for young infants’ detection of affect-object relations.
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Visual Preference Posttest
Overall, infants spent an average of 68% of the total exposure time looking at the
3-dimensional toys. In order to assess effects of contingency and gaze direction on
infants’ visual preferences for the toy previously paired with the positive expression, a 2
x 2 ANOVA on PTLT was conducted with affective contingency (present vs. absent) and
gaze direction (congruent vs. incongruent) as between-subjects factors. Results revealed
no significant effect of contingency or gaze direction, and no interaction (ps > .1). To
examine whether infants’ PTLTs to the toy paired with the happy expression were
significantly greater than chance, single sample t-tests were conducted on PTLT to the
toy previously paired with the happy expression for each habituation condition. Results
showed no significant PTLT for infants in any of the habituation conditions (ps > .1).
Further, mean PTLTs were compared for the pretest vs. posttest to assess whether infants
increased looking to the toy paired with the happy expression during the posttest relative
to looking to the toy to be paired with the happy expression during the pretest. Results
revealed no significant shift in preference (ps > .1 for all conditions) from pretest to
posttest. Overall, the findings show no significant visual preferences for the toys paired
with the happy expression.
Manual Preference Test
On average, infants spent 62% of the total exposure time touching the 3dimensional toys during the manual preference test. No significant preference for side of
presentation was found (M = .53, SD = .19 for right side). Inter-observer reliability for
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infants’ frequency of touches and total time spent touching each toy during each manual
preference trial was calculated using a Pearson product-moment correlation for 25% of
the sample. Inter-observer reliability averaged .92 (SD = .14) for frequency of touches
and .93 (SD = .16) for total time spent touching each toy. To address the second main
research question regarding the role of contingency and gaze direction in influencing
infants’ social referencing skills, a 2 x 2 MANOVA on PTNT and PTTT was conducted
with affective contingency (present vs. absent) and gaze direction (congruent vs.
incongruent) as between-subjects factors. Results revealed a significant effect of
contingency for both PTNT and PTTT, F (1, 60) = 5.263, p = .025; and F (1, 60) = 4.35,
p = .041, respectively, but no significant effect of gaze direction F (1, 60) = .021, p =
.885; and F (1, 60) = .189, p = .665, respectively, and no interaction F (1, 60) = .024, p =
.877; and F (1, 60) = .041, p = .841, respectively. Infants in the contingent affect
conditions had significantly greater PTNT and PTTT than infants in the noncontingent
affect conditions, M = .60, SD = .23 (contingent); M = .45, SD = .28 (noncontingent); M
= .62, SD = .23 (contingent); M = .48, SD = .31 (noncontingent), respectively.
To assess whether infants demonstrated significant manual preferences for the
toys paired with the happy expression, single sample t-tests were conducted on PTNT and
PTTT to the toy previously paired with the happy expression for each habituation
condition. Figures 2 and 3 display the means for each dependent measure. Results
demonstrate that infants in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition had
marginally significant PTNT and significant PTTT to the toy paired with the positive
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expression, t(15) = 2.08, p = .056; t(15) = 2.65, p = .018, respectively. Infants in the
contingent affect and incongruent gaze condition had PTTTs to the toy paired with the
happy expression that did not reach the conventional significance level of .05, but did
trend toward significance, t(15) = 1.675, p = .115. However, infants’ PTNTs and PTTTs
to the toy paired with the happy expression for all other habituation conditions did not
reach significance, ps > .1.Taken together, these results indicate that contingency
between a person’s affective expressions and the movements of toys influenced infants’
touching preferences for the toy previously paired with a positive expression.
Given these results, contingency between a person’s expressions and the
movements of toys was clearly important for detection of affect-object relations and for
guiding manual preferences for objects paired with happy affective expressions. Gaze
direction that was congruent with the toys’ location also appears to have influenced
detection of affect-object relations. However, gaze direction did not seem to influence
infants’ manual preferences for the toys previously paired with a happy expression. Thus,
contingency plays an important role in infants’ ability to learn to relate affective
expressions and objects to which they refer and plays an important role in guiding infant
manual explorations of 3-dimensional toys paired with a positive emotional expression.
More research is needed to investigate the relative importance of gaze direction for infant
detection of affect-object relations and for guiding infant exploratory behavior.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
The study assessed the role of contingency and gaze direction on young infants’
ability to relate affective expressions with objects to which they refer, an early form of
social referencing. A previous study examined the contexts that facilitate young infants’
detection of affect-object relations and their subsequent manual preferences for objects
and found that dynamic multimodal (audiovisual) contexts are critical for learning to
relate affective expressions with objects as well as for guiding infant manual exploration
of the objects (Vaillant-Molina & Bahrick, 2011). Although the previous study
maximized the contingent relations between emotional expressions and the objects to
which the expressions referred as well as gaze direction that was congruent with location
of objects, the importance of these variables was not directly tested. The current study
built upon these findings and tested the relative importance of temporal contingency
between a person’s affective expressions and the movements of toys to which the
expressions refer and the relative importance of the congruence between a person’s gaze
direction with the location of moving toys. The findings support the predictions and
indicate that contingency between a person’s affective expressions and the movements of
toys and congruence between a person’s gaze direction and the location of toys
influenced five- to six-month-old infants’ ability to relate happy and fearful expressions
with novel toys, although contingency appears to lead this influence. Furthermore,
contingency played an important role in infants’ subsequent touching preferences for the
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the toys paired with the happy expression, demonstrating social referencing in early
infancy.
Affective Contingency and Gaze Direction
This study is the first to test the effects of contingency and head and eye gaze
direction in young infants’ perception of affect-object relations and their subsequent
manual exploration of objects previously seen in a dynamic audiovisual social event.
Contingencies yield information about what others will do next by emphasizing the
temporal and causal relations between actions and their consequences. Infants are able to
detect contingent relations between their own behaviors and their effects as well as detect
contingent relations between environmental events and their consequences during early
development. Indeed by five months of age, infants have had experience with contingent
relations such as the temporal and spatial contingencies provided by visual and
proprioceptive information when moving their legs and arms (Bahrick & Watson, 1985;
Rochat & Morgan, 1995; Schmuckler, 1996), and detect contingent responsiveness
provided by caregivers and experimenters during face-to-face interactions (Beebe, Jaffe,
Markese, Buck, Chen, Cohen, Bahrick, Andrews, & Feldstein, 2010; Bigelow &
DeCoste, 2003; Bigelow, MacLean, & McDonald 1996; Hains & Muir, 1996; Harrist &
Waugh, 2002). Contingencies also provide useful and important information about which
events are related to one another within the context of social affective events. Given that
only infants in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition detected a switch in
affect-object pairings and showed touching preferences for the toy paired with the happy
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expression, the findings suggest that contingency serves as a basis for relating affective
expressions with objects in the natural world by highlighting the temporal and causal
relations between affective expressions and the objects to which they refer.
The study also directly examined the importance of gaze direction for infants’
perception of affect-object relations and subsequent manual preferences for objects based
on the affective information depicted in dynamic events. Gaze direction is an important
component skill for joint attention and social referencing, and was hypothesized to be
important for detecting relations between affective expressions and objects to which the
expressions refer in young infants, however, research indicates that this skill is not
reliably seen until after the first six months of life. Although several studies indicate
sensitivity to gaze information by three to six months (Morales, Mundy, & Rojas, 1998;
Reid & Striano, 2005; Striano & Stahl, 2005) research on joint attention suggests there is
considerable refinement of gaze detection, and gaze following over the first 12 months of
age. However, less is known regarding infants’ perception of gaze direction in
audiovisual social events, and whether the ability to use gaze congruence is necessary for
guiding infant manual exploration of objects in early development.
The present findings indicate that gaze direction did not influence subsequent
touching preferences for toys paired with the happy affective expression. There was a
main effect of affective contingency, no main effect of gaze direction, and no interaction
of affective contingency and gaze direction on touching preferences for the toys paired
with the happy expression. Infants in the contingent affect and congruent gaze condition
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showed touching preferences for toys previously paired with the happy expression and
infants in the contingent affect and incongruent gaze conditions showed marginal
significance for touching preferences. However, gaze direction did appear to influence
infant detection of affect-object relations. Only infants in the contingent affect and
congruent gaze condition showed greater looking to the switch in affect-object pairings
relative to the habituated events, whereas infants in the contingent affect and incongruent
gaze condition showed no evidence of detecting the affect-object relations.
Interestingly, lack of evidence for detection of affect-object relations did not
translate to a lack of touching preferences for toys paired with the positive expression
during the subsequent manual preference test. That is, although infants in the contingent
affect and incongruent gaze condition did not demonstrate they related the affective
expressions with the toys during the habituation phase, they did prefer to touch the toys
they had previously seen contingently paired with the happy facial and vocal expression,
even though the gaze was incongruent with the toys’ location (although with the sample
size the result did not reach the conventional level of significance, p < .05). Thus,
contingency between affective expressions and toys’ movements is necessary and
sufficient for guiding infant manual exploration of objects in accordance with the
affective expressions displayed in dynamic audiovisual events.
Given that contingency detection develops early in life it is likely that young
infants use information about temporal contingencies earlier and more readily than they
use gaze direction to guide their manual exploration of objects. Infants of five to six
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months of age may be in a period of development during which gaze following skills are
not sophisticated enough to guide manual behavior, and thus temporal contingency
between affective expressions and objects outweighs other information in guiding their
manual preferences for objects in the context of a social affective event.
Significance
This study contributes to our understanding of detection of affect, affect-object
relations, and behavior regulation based on affect-object relations in the context of
dynamic affective events during early infancy and differs from other studies in several
ways. First, most social referencing studies have tested infants of 12 to 18 months of age
(Hornick & Gunnar, 1988; Kim, Walden, & Knieps, 2010; Martin, Witherington, &
Edwards, 2008; Moses, Baldwin, Rosicky, & Tidball, 2001; Mumme, Fernald, &
Herrera, 1996; Vaish & Striano; Zarbatany & Lamb, 1985), however, this study focused
on the emergence of social referencing and tested infants in the first half year of life.
Second, this study examined two important variables (contingency and gaze direction) in
the emergence of social referencing in five- to six-month-old infants in order to better
understand when and how infants’ ability to detect affect-object relations emerges. In
summary, contingency is a fundamental component skill for infant perception of affectobject relations and the emergence of social referencing. Furthermore, contingency
appears to developmentally precede gaze direction in guiding manual exploration of
objects in the context of a social referencing task. Future research is needed to further
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investigate the roles of contingency and gaze direction and how they guide and constrain
the development of affect perception throughout infancy.
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Table 1
Study Procedure: Trial Structure, Stimuli, Conditions, and Dependent Variables for All
Phases
________________________________________________________________________
Phases
Visual Preference
Manual
Visual Preference Habituation &
Pretest
Switch Test
Posttest
Preference Test
________________________________________________________________________
Trial
2 10-s trials
6 to 20 infant
2 10-s trials
2 30-s trials
Structure
controlled trials
________________________________________________________________________
Stimuli

3-D toys
side by side

Alternating films
3-D toys
3-D toys
of 2 toys each
side by side
side by side
paired with 1
affective expression
________________________________________________________________________
Conditions Unimodal visual
(N=64)

Contingent Affect
Unimodal visual
Visual and tactile
& Congruent Gaze (N=64)
(N=64)
(N=16);
Contingent Affect
& Incongruent Gaze
(N=16);
Noncontinent Affect
& Congruent Gaze
(N=16);
Noncontingent Affect
& Incongruent Gaze
(N=16)
________________________________________________________________________
Dependent
Variables

PTLT to each toy Visual recovery to PTLT to each toy PTNT & PTTT
switch in affecttoy paired with
object pairing
happy affect
________________________________________________________________________

Note: PTLT is the proportion of total looking time, PTNT is the proportion of total
number of touches, and PTTT is the proportion of total time spent touching the toy. The
lateral position of the toys was counterbalanced across trials and across infants. The
affect-toy pairing was counterbalanced across infants.
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Figure 1
Habituation and Switch Test: Visual Recovery to a Change in Affect-Object Pairing for
Congruent Gaze (N = 32) and Incongruent Gaze (N = 32) as a Function of Affective
Contingency

Contingent
Noncontingent
5.12**
(8.42)

Visual Recovery (in seconds)

3.71**
(7.96)
2.11
(9.05)

2.29
(7.48)
-3.22*
(7.04)

-.56
(8.42)

* p < .1
* * p < .05
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Figure 2
Manual Preference Test: Proportion of Total Number of Touches (PTNT) to the Toy
Previously Paired with the Happy Expression for Congruent Gaze (N = 32) and
Incongruent Gaze (N = 32) as a Function of Affective Contingency

Contingent
Noncontingent

PTNT

.61*
(.21)

.60*
(.23)

.59
(.25)

.45
(.22)

.45
(.33)

.45
(.28)

* p ≤ .1
* * p < .05
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Figure 3
Manual Preference Test: Proportion of Total Time Spent Touching the Toy (PTTT)
Paired with the Happy Expression for Congruent Gaze (N = 32) and Incongruent Gaze
(N = 32) as a Function of Affective Contingency

Contingent
Noncontingent

PTTT

.65**
(.22)

.62*
(.23)

.60*
(.24)

.49
(.29)

.47
(.35)

.48
(.31)

* p ≤ .1
* * p < .05
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